
 

Collieston Offshore Rowing Club has been actively participating in Row Around Scotland 2020/1 Community 
event involving rowing communities attempting to row around the Scottish coastline. John and Viv Easton were 
the nominated pilots for the stretch of coast from Fraserburgh to Broughty Ferry. Several Skiff rowing clubs 
along the coast have been involved, and a baton “Spirit” has been handed on to the clubs involved. 

Too dangerous rowing without a support boat, members of the club cycled the 30 miles along the Formartine 
Buchan way from Fraserburgh to Peterhead. The following day saw the club row both of their boats- Admiral 
Redsocks, and Collies Cath from Peterhead to Collieston, joined by a Skiff -“Banac” from Banff, via a picnic stop 
at Cruden Bay. Beautiful weather and scenery! 

Unfortunately, the following weekend the surf was too big to safely row the baton to Aberdeen, but the baton 
has been handed on to the Catterline Rowing Club, where it has continued on its journey south. Hopefully we 
shall row that stretch at a future date. Excitement as a filming crew from the BBC news programme “The Nine” 
came for a visit, filmed us and joined us in a row. 

Row Around Scotland 2021 is supported by the Year of Coasts and Waters 20/21 events fund, managed by 
EventScotland and supported by NatureScot, through the Plunge In! The Coasts and Waters Community Fund.  
If you’re interested in rowing with us, please get in touch. 
 

     Update on 

           

The gutters and skews are highest on the “urgent to do” list.  Also urgent, this month the stained glass window on the 

south side will be taken out for safe-keeping as it is in a dangerous condition.  At the same time we are continuing with 

funding applications for the further renovation needed. 

The Kirkland   Andy Clucas has led a consultation on how people would like to see this area beside the graveyard 

develop, and ideas have been co-ordinated into a plan which Andy has mapped.   

Surveys of the biodiversity already existing in this small field have been carried out each month. 

Many of you came to the Open Day in the Kirkland on 5th June, when the first trees were planted by the Primary 7s from 

Slains School, with teachers present in celebration.  Netta Cowie, school administrator, spoke on behalf of the trustees 

and the school, marking a special day for the p7s as well as for SEAchange. 

Volunteers also mowed paths in preparation - and on the Open Day planted willows beside the burn, as well as rebuilding 

the heap of stones to recreate the south wall.   The brilliant sunshine made it very enjoyable, and Fiona Bell has recorded 

it in a 3 minute video which reflects the day really well – you can watch at: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ikFnuM55pFo 

Open meetings have continued monthly, for updates, discussion and to listen to speakers.  These are on the third 

Wednesday evening of each month on Zoom – you can ask for a link by email. 

Like everyone else, we hope that meetings in person will be possible soon. 

Planning for the big field   Murray Rural has been advising us about the woodland, and also about creating pathways, 

through the Scottish Land Fund’s project management grant to SEAchange. 

If anyone wants to be part of the woodland planning, or if you have any thoughts on access and pathways, do email us – 

we have had several meetings where thoughts and concerns have been expressed, and we are still consulting about this. 

To ask questions, send comments or to join the SEAchange mailing list, email: seachange41@btinternet.com 

We try to keep the website updated at www.seachange41.wordpress.com 

and there is the SEAchange facebook page which you can find at SEAchange – Slains Environmental Action for change. 

 

Since April a lot has happened.  The barley in the big field has been under-sown with 

grass seed.  SEAchange has applied for and was granted exemption from council tax as a 

charity.  We have also applied to HMRC to be able to claim Gift Aid on donations, which 

has been granted.  The insurance required that we change the locks on the building.   

The lead water supply pipe to Slains Kirk developed a leak, losing 15 litres of water every 

ten seconds, so we needed to lay a new alkathene supply pipe.  SEAchange is hugely 

grateful for some very generous donations that have enabled this 
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